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Hello and welcome to this the fourth edition of our “Discover Portrush” magazine.

This “Discover Portrush” magazine draws on the talents of many and our thanks go to Anne Marie McAleese, Kate Murphy, Hugh
McGrattan, John Moore, Nikki Maguire, Ayla Sims, Nina McNeary, Dr Martin O’Kane, Alice Rohdich, Joe Mahon, Dr Paul Mullan,
Frances Wilson, Gill Michael, Pearl Hutchinson, Dr Derek Sinnamon and Gemma Reid for their contributions.
Since the Covid lock down began we have been producing weekly Heritage Newsletters which are sent out by e-mail. Our thanks
to the many contributors to the Newsletters and the editor of the Coleraine Chronicle, John Fillis, for his support in publishing the
Newsletters. You can download earlier editions of the Newsletters in the “About Us” section in our Website, “Discover Portrush”.
Our Vice Chairman John Moore has prepared a Fun Heritage Quiz that we plan to hold virtually on the 19th January 2022. Further
details will be sent by email.
All we ask is that you help us grow our membership so that our Heritage Voice can be heard where it matters. Please encourage
your family and friends to become or retain their membership. It’s very simple to do. Just send contact details to chairman.
portrushheritage@gmail.com and we will include them on our mailing list.
I hope you and your families are safe and well. We would ask you to share the enclosed Christmas Card with a friend who
might be interested in Discovering Portrush. Please take care, stay positive and find sometime for having fun and smiling
this Christmas.
John McNally BEM Chairman.

Portrush Heritage Group at the
Heritage Angel Awards Evening
in City Hall Belfast.

BBC Radio Ulster presenter
of Your Place and Mine
Anne Marie McAleese
commented,
“Enthusiasm for the history
and heritage that surrounds
us, particularly the local
kind that is found on our
doorsteps, is a fervour
that should be nurtured
and commended in equal
measure. In all that has
been achieved through the
Young Explorer Portrush
Project these sentiments have materialised in a tangible
way that continues to pay dividends for the many young
people involved and those that have yet to benefit from the
establishment of this innovative initiative.

At a glittering Heritage Angel Awards evening in the City
Hall Belfast attended by Belfast Lord Mayor Kate Nicholl,
finalists from 18 projects gathered to showcase a hugely
diverse range of heritage initiatives across Northern Ireland.
Portrush Heritage Group Director Jade Thorne was one of
the three finalists in the category for the “Best Contribution
to a Heritage Project by Young People” for her project Young
Explorer Portrush.
The Awards Evening was hosted by Wendy Austin with
presentations by a number of special guests including
Tim McGarry and Joe Mahon. The winning entry in Jade’s
category was called “Reimagine, Remake, Replay” which was
a project led by a consortium of NI museums, and funded by
the National Lottery Heritage Fund. Jade received her Finalist
Award from TV Personality Tim McGarry.

Were it not for human dynamos like Jade Thorne, an entire
generation of local youngsters would not have been
introduced to the wonders and natural phenomenon of their
immediate landscape in a contemporary way that no doubt
will ignite a lifelong sense of place and pride in where they
come from. With the constant support of Portrush Heritage
Group, Jade has ensured that Portrush is not only on the map
for countless children across the borough but also well and
truly on the App”.

Lesser Spotted Ulster TV presenter Joe Mahon commenting
on Jade’s Project said,
“I was delighted to hear that Jade Thorne from Portrush
Heritage Group was short-listed for an award at this year’s
Heritage Angel Awards for her work on the “YEP Project Young Explorer Portrush”. I was delighted because I like
to think I have some small association with both, having
contributed in a minor way to the launch of YEP, and also
being a regular presenter at the Awards ceremony.

Dr Paul Mullan, Director, National Lottery Heritage Fund,
Northern Ireland said,
“The National Lottery Heritage Fund is delighted that the
Young Explorer Portrush, or YEP project, was shortlisted in
the category of Best Contribution to a Heritage Project by
Young People. Jade Thorne’s leadership was inspirational
and saw her work with a range of children to explore their
Portrush heritage. Jade recognised the importance of linking
local heritage to the school curriculum and worked with all
of the local primary schools to develop an App which would
enable learning in the class. 10 Adventures around Portrush
were created linking into to the World Around Us Curriculum
through the areas of Geography, History, Science and
Technology.

The Heritage Angel Awards is the most prestigious event
we have in Northern Ireland celebrating the achievements
of individuals and communities who “play a vital role in
protecting heritage, buildings, landscapes and traditional
skills for future generations.” (Andrew Lloyd Webber)
This year the event was held on Tuesday 23rd November in the
splendid setting of Belfast City Hall. It’s a bit like the Oscars
– there’s the announcement of a shortlist of three finalists,
we get to see a short film outlining the achievements of each
one, the finalists assemble nervously at the side of the stage,
then there’s the tearing open of the envelope, the calling
out of the winner’s name and somebody has the thrilling
experience of stepping out on the stage to receive the award
and soak up the applause of the audience.

This imaginative approach to local heritage recognises the
importance of creating a fascination for young people with
their past. When you can achieve this at such a local level it
has the potential to create long lasting links to the world of
their parents, grandparents and even further back. It helps
to create a sense of place which those young minds are able
to explore creatively. Importantly, it also creates a local pride
that they will carry with them through their lives.

But then that leaves two others who, human nature being
what it is, will always feel slightly deflated as they step on
to the stage to receive their runner-up awards. Of course,
they shouldn’t feel that way. To have achieved the status of
“short-listed finalist” is a marvellous recognition in itself - ask
any of the panel of judges, all eminent professionals in the
field of heritage, who have painstakingly and conscientiously
assessed every one of the hundreds of hopeful entrants
before arriving at a truly deserving short list of potential
winners.

As Director of the National Lottery Heritage Fund it gives me
so much pleasure to see people, particularly young people,
engage with the past in such constructive ways., These are
the citizens of the future it is important that they know who
they are and where they have come from. Jade’s work has
achieved this brilliantly and we are delighted to have helped
alongside others to make this project happen”.

So, congratulations to Jade Thorne and the YEP Project. You
never needed any award from anyone else to validate the
brilliant work that you do among the younger generations of
Portrush and beyond. But it’s nice to receive it nonetheless!”
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Hello from @
DiscoverPortrush

– the digital face of
Portrush Heritage Group.
By Ayla Sims

What a wonderful year we’ve had on the social pages!
Thanks to your fantastic support online we now have over
3,000 followers on Facebook and over 1,000 on Instagram.
The most popular posts in the last 12 months have been:

The National
Churches Trust

•
•
•
•

By Nina McNeary

The National Churches Trust is dedicated to supporting
places of worship of historic, architectural and community
value. Treasure Ireland is a new project to support places of
worship in Northern Ireland.

YEP! Young Explorer Portrush - Coming Soon
(5th February 2021)
Captain W. R. Shutt (18th November 2021)
Season’s Greetings (25th December 2020)
Strandmore House – End of an Era (10th March 2021)

If you missed any, these posts can be found on our social
media pages. We are currently alive and posting on
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter so please follow to ensure
you are kept up to date with all the latest news.

We have an amazingly rich heritage of church, chapel
buildings and meeting houses in Northern Ireland. This
includes 920 listed places of worship, with 45 churches and
chapels listed as Grade A, buildings of the highest heritage
significance.

We also have a presence on Pinterest and TikTok, but they
remain work in progress… the social media world is a very
busy place!

We want more people to appreciate their architecture and
history and put churches and chapels on the tourist map.
To date 67 places of worship have been supported across
Northern Ireland and 21 through the Treasure Ireland project.

To find us simply search for “Discover Portrush” and please
remember to like and share any posts that interest you.
Sharing our posts helps us to reach the widest possible
audience and every single like and share counts.

If you would like to hear about grants available or to put your
place of worship on the map contact Nina McNeary at
nina.mcneary@nationalchurchestrust.org

Growing our Heritage Community online allows us to engage
with others who share a passion for Portrush – wherever they
are in the world – and ensures we have the loudest possible
voice to help keep the story of Portrush’s history alive for
future generations.

Visit www.nationalchurchestrust.org or
www.explorechurches.org
A big thank you to the National Lottery Heritage Fund, the
Pilgrim Trust and the Department for Communities who have
helped to make Treasure Ireland

Thank you again for your support. Here’s to another great
year for @DiscoverPortrush

Dunluce Town & Castle Courtesy of Nikki Maguire
Dunluce Castle is one of the best-known
historic monuments in Northern Ireland.
The ‘dun’ name and rock-cut souterrain
suggest early Christian occupation on
the rocky headland. Its history goes
back to the medieval period and by
the 1500s it was held by the McQuillans.
They were forced out in the 1560s by the
powerful MacDonnell clan under their
formidable leader Sorley Boy MacDonnell.
Recent excavations near the castle have
unearthed the ‘lost town of Dunluce’. A
once prosperous settlement, established
around 1607, it was inhabited exclusively
by merchants from Scotland. The village
was burned to the ground in 1641 but what
remains is amongst the best-preserved
seventeenth Century archaeology in
Ireland.
Text courtesy of Nikki Maguire, Project
Manager, Causeway Coast and Glens
Heritage Trust
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Portrush’s Other Railway
By Frances Wilson

The railway line from Coleraine to Portrush via the University
and Dhu Varren is a familiar sight to both visitors and
residents. Some residents will also know of the branch line
that ran from Portrush Station down to the Harbour until its
closure in 1949. What is less well known is that for a short
period at the end of the 19th century Portrush had two other
railways - one on Ramore Head during 1889-1893 and another
adjacent to the West Strand during 1894-96.
On 13 May 1889 Mr E J Cotton, manager of the Northern
Counties Railway, Mr Wise, engineer, and Mr Malcolm,
locomotive superintendent, selected a sheltered spot on
Ramore Hill close to the carriage drive for the erection of a
Switchback railway as an amusement during the coming
season. By mid-June negotiations had been completed and
the erection of the structure was due to start imminently.

Sketch of the Switchback Railway c. 1890 (From: Russell, 1890).
fireworks. At the end of September there was a grand finale
to celebrate the successful first season of the Switchback
during which there had been some 45,000 passengers.
The following two years, 1890 and 1891, were successful
seasons with the Switchback up and running from Easter
until the end of September. However in May 1892 the Larne
Reporter featured an article regarding negotiations between
the Chairman and Manager of the Portrush Switchback and
a gentleman from the town regarding its transfer to Larne.
Two weeks later the Chronicle reported that “During the
past week a large staff of workmen were engaged erecting
the former Portrush Switchback railway in Larne, and on
Wednesday last it was opened to the public and proved to
be a great success. Through the apathy of the people of
Portrush this popular source of amusement was lost to the
inhabitants of this watering place.”
In April 1893 the Coleraine Constitution included a piece
entitled “Another Switchback Railway for Portrush” and
continued as follows
“We understand that a local company has this week
purchased a Switchback railway to be erected forthwith at
Portrush. It will be remembered that the former Switchback
had to be parted with because the Earl of Antrim refused to
renew the lease of the site on the old terms. There will be no
risk of a second sudden notice to quit. The Switchback will
be erected parallel with the railway on the low-lying part of
the ground, overlooking the West Strand, which was recently
purchased by Messrs Morrow and Caskey.”

Map c. 1890 showing the position of the Switchback Railway
on Ramore Hill (From: Russell, 1890).
The Chronicle of 13 July 1889 included an article on the
opening of the Switchback
“Yesterday (Friday) the Switchback railway was ‘opened
for traffic’, and a great many people gave it a first trial
with satisfaction to themselves and to all concerned. The
Switchback is erected on Ramore Hill, close to the carriagedrive, and everything about it indicates security, comfort, and
good management. The ‘line’ is constructed on ‘Thompson’s
patent gravity’, and the cars pursue their course on a ‘wavy’
track, travelling upon which causes sensations of the most
pleasant kind. The motion of the cars is one which can,
perhaps, best be compared with the ‘up and down motion’
experienced on board ship. However, unlike the results of a
sea voyage in many cases, the ‘voyage’ on the Switchback
does not interfere with the regular functions of the digestive
organs, unless one takes enough of it to cause nausea.”

The Chronicle of 27 May 1893 stated “The Portrush Switchback
Railway will be opened to the public this Saturday afternoon
at 4pm. No healthier amusement could be provided for
young or old, as the railway is conveniently situated and
splendidly appointed. Mr Morrow’s enterprise will doubtless
command the success which it deserves.”
By 17 June more than 1200 persons had travelled on the
Switchback and the owner, Mr W J Morrow, was rumoured to
be going to add more attractions to the vicinity.
Further references to the Switchback were seen in the papers
for 1894 and 1895 but to a lesser extent. In 1894 it opened for
the season in June and at the end of August a spectacular
firework display was held beside it as part of the post
Regatta attractions. At the end of September Mr Morrow
kindly provided free use of the Switchback to a party of
orphans from the workhouses along the Northern Counties
line that had travelled to Portrush for an outing.

The ‘Thompson’s patent gravity’ referred to in the article was
the brainchild of LaMarcus Adna Thompson (1848-1919) an
American inventor and businessman famous for developing
roller coasters and the scenic railway genre of rides. The
design used small motorized cars over a loop system known
as a ‘Switchback’. There were slight dips and inclines and
then the line reversed and ended back at its starting point.

In June 1896 the Chronicle mentioned that the Switchback
railway was still in the pleasure grounds but that seems to
be the last time it featured in the newspapers so perhaps it
had had its day and was dismantled. During the seven years
of its existence it did a great deal to improve the image of
Portrush as a tourist destination and was a forerunner of the
big dipper at Barry’s.

The Switchback ran all that summer finding favour with
visitors to Portrush and special excursion trains were
organised and advertised in the newspapers. On the first
Monday in August, then a Bank Holiday, the Switchback had
been ‘en fete’. Rumours circulated that fares were to be
reduced and there would be illuminations and fireworks.

Sources: Belfast Telegraph, 31 July 1889.
Acknowledgement: I thank Hugh McGrattan for providing
copies of the illustrations used.

The result was that over 2,000 people travelled on the
Switchback that day and for those who did so in the evening,
the experience was enhanced by creosote torchlight and

Our thanks to Frances for this fascinating piece of research.
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Birdies, Eagles and
Albatrosses By Anne Marie McAleese

birdwatching apprenticeship with
Dot and my passion for this bird
referenced game, is not lost on
me. It turns out that ‘Birdie’ comes
from the American slang word ‘bird’
which was used to characterise
something wonderful. The term
birdie, which describes a score
that is one under par for the hole,
became common parlance in the
1910s.

Dot Blakely is a bird expert & regular guest on Anne Marie’s
programme Your Place and Mine on BBC Radio Ulster
Dot credits her Dad with instilling in her a love and
appreciation of birds and how they interact with each other
and the environment. While she was honing her knowledge
and skills in this regard around her childhood haunts on the
County Down coast, I was on the opposite end of the country
learning about entirely different types of birds on the north
coast in my hometown of Portstewart. In the 1970’s, a council
summer scheme introduced me to golf and a lifetime fixation
with this intriguing game. It would be many years later before
I became curious and asked my birding mentor if she knew
why this game has a number of crucial references to birds in
its scoring system. Birdies, eagles, albatross’s. Like me, Dot was
puzzled.

Seven years earlier, two brothers
were playing golf at Atlantic City
in New Jersey. One of them hit a
second shot to a par four hole
Anne Marie with her father
that landed inches from the pin.
His brother said ‘That was a bird of the Author and Painter
Maurice McAleese
a shot’. He proceeded to hole the
putt, giving him a score of three, one
under the required target. There and then they decided that
any future scores like this would be known as ‘birdies’. The
term stuck and before long travelled across the atlantic and
to golf courses around the world. Given that the Eagle is the
American national symbol, it made sense to extend the use of
bird references to define good scores and so, the name of this
most powerful bird was soon used to denote an even better
score of two under par for the hole.

At a certain age it doesn’t take much for a mind to retrace the
footsteps of happy go lucky youthful summers. In an instant, a
wave of nostalgia has transported me to one of my favourite
places in the world. Tubber Patrick, the first hole on the Strand
Course at Portstewart Golf Club, or as I like to think of it, the
sleeping giant. As youngsters we called it ‘the big course’. In
hindsight, that made perfect sense to 9 and 10 year olds who
played mostly on the ’wee course’ at the other end of the
town. With Standard Scratch scores of 64 for the boys and 67
for girls, this was much more our size and a very good training
ground from which to graduate to the imposing Strand Links.

Eagles and birdies representing one and two under par are
now fairly routine scores in professional golfing circles. But a
three under par tally, can be as rare as hens teeth. Though,
like a hole in one, it does happen. At this point the British
decided it was their turn to coin a phrase and as an Albatross
is a seldom seen bird, they settled on that title to describe this
unusual acheivement. A man called JG Ridland claims that he
came up with the expression which is still used today.

Even then, in the mid 70’s, the ascent to the 1st tee at
the Strand was followed by a breathtaking moment of
appreciation for the sheer beauty of this unique golf hole.
From the elevated tee, we towered above the summer holiday
makers on the beach below. Tiny figures enjoying the soft,
golden sand, sheltered by 6000 year old ancient dunes,
cooled from the summer heat by a gentle breeze that carried
their chatter and laughter to our unnoticed, vantage point.
Let them swim and eat sandy sandwiches – we had golf to
play. 400 yards, dog leg to the right, narrow fairway, tricky
rough and a green the size of a well-manicured back garden.
And just 4 shots to keep this sleeping giant at bay.

Joyce Wethered, a leading British woman golfer in the 1920’s,
suggested that a hole in one should be called a Curlew or a
Whaup, an old Scottish name for this increasingly rare bird.
At the time, it didn’t catch on and to this day a hole in one is
known simply as just that. Perhaps Dot and I should start a
campaign. Condor, Ostrich and Turkey have also been used
at times to describe various types of shots in golf though none
are in common usage today. Despite never having played
the game, Dot is a fan of golf courses and says that they are
very good for a diverse range of wildlife in a mixture of ways.
Grasses are laden with seeds that are fundamental source of
food to a multitude of insects.

Portstewarts most famous and successful golfer, Maureen
Madill, has called this hole ‘one of the best in the world’.
Renowned for her incisive television commentary, Tubber
Patrick - named after the historic well on the nuns walk nearby
and from where St Patrick quenched his thirst, deserves this
accolade. Despite fluctuating character traits – one day
a kindly friend you’re glad to see, the next, an intimidating
stranger you’d rather avoid – playing this hole is as irresistible
and unforgettable as an ice cream in Morelli’s on the prom.

Parkland courses provide shelter for some nesting birds and
the naturally occurring flora and fauna helps to balance the
ecosystem, whilst also supplying food for bees, butterflies,
moths and ladybirds. Links courses that often feature
sand dunes with long marram grass and thorny gorse
and hawthorn bushes can be a favourite nesting sight, for
Stonechats, Meadow Pipit and Sky Larks. Each year around
April, Warblers arriving from Africa are very glad of these
ready made nesting sites. Chiffchaff, Willow and Grasshopper
Warblers will sing for a mate from the highest branch of
any available trees, each trying to outdo their next-door
neighbours. The female will then take time before deciding
which male is right for her.

When the Irish Ladies Professional Open was played at
Portstewart in 1982 I caddied for a South African player called
Jo Smurthwaite. A keen 7 handicapper, I delighted in the store
this accomplished international golfer placed in my local
knowledge and well remember the effortless birdies that
came in regulation at this opening hole. The farthest thing
from my mind then was why this impressive one under par
score was called a birdie. My reward for this job was a golf
lesson for my least favourite shot – the fairway wood. Skilled
golfers have an elegance that comes with natural talent and
endless practice. Enthusiastic amateurs watch in awe and
renew their vows to try harder. My fairway woods are less than
elegant but I never attempt one without thinking back to that
generous lesson and the 4 wood length, cardboard box that
arrived at the clubhouse two weeks after the tournament. A
custom made replica of Jo Smurthwaites fairway wood with
my name on it.

Dot says that golfers on coastal courses should listen out
for the singular call of the Cuckoo in the Spring as this bird
delights in open spaces and therefore has a penchant for
sand dunes. Kestrels and Sparrowhawks will look for mice
in any woodland that surrounds country golf courses and
Robins, Wrens, Tits and Thrushes will be found here too. To
the wonder of many golfers and the annoyance of others, in
summertime, the Swallows may well be flying low around the
greens catching tiny flies. Dot worries that they’ll get hit by a
golf ball. In my case even a birdie like that would be a long
shot. In winter, Waders enjoy the short grass of the fairways
and the fringe around the greens as they can pick up worms
or leatherjackets, and benefit from some shelter away from
stormy seas and angry rivers. My feeling is that someone
with so much knowledge about birdies is bound to be a good
golfer. The hope is that I can entice Dot to visit a golf course
with a set of clubs, as well as her binoculars, at the ready.
Though I suspect that a round with my erstwhile teacher will
focus entirely on birdies of the feathered variety only.

So it was with an enormous sense of pride and nostalgia
that I found a place near that 1st tee on the big course in
Portstewart on the first day of the 2017 Irish Open, to watch the
best golfers in the world try to tame Tubber Patrick. And while
the holiday makers below carried on regardless, I took another
moment to savour the beauty of this stunning place, grateful
that my life-long love affair with this great game began on a
summers day more than 45 years ago. At that stage, to say
that I noticed any other kinds of birds except for the golfing
sort would be a stretch but in recent years the irony of my
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1907 - Portrush Revisited
By Hugh McGrattan

ANYONE who accepted my invitation 164 years ago (or was it
last March in Issue 3 of Discover Portrush magazine?) to join
in a “jaunt” to 1857 Portrush, will certainly find a lot of changes
if they join in another visit 50 years later - in 1907. For, as John
Moore told us in his excellent article in PHG Newsletter No 39
of 27 February, those 50 years from 1857 to 1907 were a Golden
Era of expansion and change for Portrush.

Another big audience for another show – one of possibly five
pierrot performances around Portrush! This minstrel troupe
is performing in the recreation grounds at Kerr Street. Four
more shows could be on stage elsewhere.
little hill behind the church. There’s talk it may be moved to
make way for more housing. Not everyone is happy about
that.
Between Mill (or west) strand and the railway station, and
extending towards the harbour, the “recreation grounds”
have evolved. Here excursionists assemble with basket
lunches, and band concerts and pierrot shows perform.
Now, with the encouragement of the railway authorities,
permission to develop Winter Gardens with roller-skating rink
has been granted. The opening is planned for 1909.

Portrush 1907 copyright Portrush Heritage Group
Now, in 1907, there is the prospect of yet more golden years
ahead as the town adopts the mantle of the north of Ireland’s
premier watering-place. The many fine buildings that have
been built in recent years have been built to last and have
replaced the single-storey cabins that housed lime kiln
workers and fishermen of an earlier era.

Designer of the building is a young railway engineer based
in Coleraine. His name is Freeman Wills Crofts and it is said
he spends his spare time writing crime stories! It is good
to see new entertainment being introduced, particularly a
centre with varied leisure activities. Pierrot shows are still
popular, but have been running for many years. Billy Keene
is now in his 12th season at Portrush and at one time there
were no fewer than five pierrot troupes simultaneously on
shore and on the Ardrossan ferry! Percy French, also, has
been delighting audiences on his regular visits to Portrush
for several years but his constantly updated style of
entertainment is expected to be filling the Town Hall concert
theatre for many more years to come.

The huge improvements that the half century has brought
are obvious even as we board the train at the Coleraine
station on the east side of the Bann. Considerable comfort
is now offered by the railway company, even at third class
level, which is how most people travel. The carriages are still
linked-up just behind the locomotive, of course, but modern
steam engines produce much less smoke these days and the
journey times are a lot less. There are six trains a day from
Belfast, with the journey time between capital and resort
sometimes down to an amazing one hundred minutes. The
Northern Counties Committee of the Midland Railway is
clearly on the rise. The potential profits from the seaside rail
service are such that the NCC is taking an active interest
in promoting the resort, paying for pathways, shelters and
bandstands.
On arrival at the impressive £10,000 Portrush rail terminus,
one is immediately given the impression that the station has
moved closer to the town. Or is the town moving southwards?
That is, indeed, the case, for the substantial redbrick
permanence of the Assembly Rooms – or Town Hall to give it
its up-to-date title - as well as the imposing terrace of Mount
Royal and the elegance of Eglinton Street with the four-storey
Eglinton Hotel, has bridged the sandy wasteland between
the railway and the neat little Methodist Church that has
replaced the tiny schoolhouse. Adding dignity to one’s gaze
is the 42-foot Adam Clarke Memorial overlooking all from the

The 1907 House. Typical of the high-quality private houses
being built in Portrush is this three-bedroom dwelling for Mr
J.A. Crawford, principal teacher at Carnalridge National
School. Designed by Coleraine architect S. J. McFadden, it
cost Ballywillan Presbyterian Church £315 (exclusive of pump
and plumbing).
An important building to be opened in the next few weeks
is the new General Post Office at Causeway Street. It has
been planned for some four years and will take over from
the tiny post office further down the street where Miss Percy
and her staff deal with the town’s four daily deliveries. The
three-storey building is a truly splendid structure, designed
some say, to handle the huge mail-order empire built up over
the past 15 years by Henry Hamilton’s ever-expanding White
House. Others, more cynical, claim the building was meant
for Ballymoney, but the plans got overlooked when the train
stopped there and got carried on to Portrush!

A glimpse of the future. This sketch shows the proposed
pavilion for the Portrush Winter Gardens Company beside the
railway station. In 1907 site works by contractor J. Kennedy
are just getting under way.
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Actually, some electricity poles have already appeared
in part of the town, erected by the Causeway Tramway
Company. These have enabled the trams to come to the town
terminus in Station Square using hydro-electric power derived
from their power station on the River Bush through overhead
cables. Previously a steam locomotive pulled the tram from
the depot into town, because of suspicions about the safety
of the side-rail previously used.
The Council didn’t want the tramway power poles, artistically
designed though they are, and fought furiously to stop the
overhead line. It had been hoped to completely ban the noisy
trams from the streets of the town, where some consider them
an unwelcome attraction!
Now yet more poles are now being erected, this time to carry
the cables for the new Post Office Telephone system, which
was inaugurated just two years ago. A telephone “exchange”
has been installed within the new Post Office and around 20
“subscribers” – as people with the money to own telephone
apparatus are called – have been enrolled. That is slightly
more than in Portstewart but only about half Coleraine.
Three minutes of “local” talk costs you only a penny, more if
you want to speak to someone further away. London costs
six shillings for three minutes – the price of two four-course
dinners at the Northen Counties Hotel!

Huge crowds are attracted to the Blue Pool where members
of the local Swimming Club stage daring diving displays
during the summer.
While on the always fascinating topic of Henry Hamilton,
it may be of interest to note that prominent across Station
Square is the fine dwelling house known as Coolnagee. This
is now the home of the town’s best-known resident and his
family.
Two of the roads leading away from the Station Square
have now acquired names in tribute to Lord Mark Kerr
who oversaw much of the early development of the town,
building the public baths and donating land for schools and
churches. Most of the gaps in the terraced houses of both
Kerr Street and Mark Street have now been filled while on
Main Street (once known as Church Street) houses opposite
the Coastguard Station have been demolished and replaced
by a row of fine two-storied dwellings. Thus is a part of the
original town already disappearing.

The hotel was called the Antrim Arms the last time we were
here. Its purchase by the railway company has given it firstclass status. The magnificent ballroom has seen many major
events, including the County Ball.
On the eastern side of the town, where the first summer
houses for visitors appeared around 90 years ago, Mr. W.J.
Morrow has established a small business at the Arcadia
near to the Ladies’ Bathing Place and not far away the Blue
Pool Swimming Club has created a regular programme of
diving displays and given its name to the deep pool which
experienced swimmers have enjoyed for many years.

It is inevitable that more of early 19th century “Port Rush”
will soon be going under the wreckers’ sledgehammers.
The Urban Council, with powers to provide houses for its
inhabitants, is said to be already eyeing Sandy Row (or Rabbit
Row as it is often called), the little row of cottages which
stand on the edge of the town adjacent to what has become
the golf links – but more of that later.

Thus is Portrush, a town with a winter population of almost
2,000 – around 5,000 in the summer – growing in status and
gaining in confidence. An official general holiday has even
been established in the month of May as a day of relaxation
before the onslaught of the summer tourists!
Perhaps the most fascinating development in Portrush,
however, has been the growing interest in the game of golf,
a passion that seems to be sweeping the country in general.
Here in Portrush the game was all but unknown 40 years
ago. Today, it has attained Royal status and a number of
important competitions have been staged here, not least the
first Irish Open played this year. It is good to see some of the
useless and untidy sandhills around the town at last being
used for something positive, even if for sport.

The heart of Portrush, most people will agree, is the harbour
and harbour master Thomas Martin and his staff are having
a busy year. The first courtesy visit for some years by ships of
the Royal Navy is reason enough for excitement - three armed
cruisers are expected over the summer - but a brand-new
Laird passenger vessel has been introduced on the popular
Ardrossan route.
The Govan-built “Hazel” is 1,200 gross tons and designed
especially for the Portrush passage. A slim 260 feet long, with
a 36 foot beam and shallow keel, the red-funnelled steamer
has twin screws. These give her a top speed of 19 knots,
permitting a round trip to be made between the two ports
each day.

Golf began here with the gentry – male and female - but
now the local population are joining in and enjoying it. A
magnificent clubhouse strictly for the use of gentlemen
golfers has been built at Dunluce Street. The men’s
abandoned wood and iron clubhouse, opposite the new
Salisbury Terrace houses, has been taken over by a growing
band of lady golfers, who are now running their own
competitions.

Travellers disembark at the north pier around 1.45pm after a
four-hour crossing and the vessel is on its way home by 3.30,
allowing time to catch the last train to Glasgow. The little ship
is apparently acquiring a bit of a reputation for being “lively
in a choppy sea” but passengers still crowd her decks and
saloons in their hundreds, with the result that you’ll sometimes
hear more Scottish than local dialects on the streets of
Portrush!

The enthusiastic reception for this modern version of an
ancient game is an indication of the willingness of Portrush
to adopt new activities aimed at advancing the resort’s
standing in the tourist industry.
Whether golf is to remain a popular pastime, of course, only
time will tell. It may be merely an overnight activity soon to be
replaced by something else. Only by travelling forward in time
say 100 years to 2007 would one discover if the game is here
to stay!

Also on the increase around the town, the visitor will soon
observe, are poles of various height, regimentally lining
streets and roadways. These have been multiplying recently,
like a massive market garden laid by an industrious giant.
In 1866 came the gas lamps, powered from the gasworks at
Causeway Street, in a field between St. Patrick’s Chapel and
the Tramway depot. The gas supply system is much improved
since the days when one writer claimed the street lamps
dimmed or brightened according to the state of the tide!
The gas supply may one day be joined by more poles for
electricity. The Council is seriously debating the provision of
this more modern power source.
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Portrush Writers
The Spider In The Stable
– A Christmas Folktale
By Kate Murphy
The stable was only a cave cut into the hillside. In one
corner of it there lived a spider. He shared his home with a
couple of cows, a few chickens and the birds that flew in and
out of the rafters. Now there were other occupants. A few
days ago a tired old donkey had arrived with a man and a
woman seeking a place to rest. The woman was about to
have a baby but no room could be found for her in the town
which was packed with travellers. The only place left was
the stable. The spider heard all this from his corner as he
watched events unfold.
And such events! The night was disturbed by wonderful
singing and warm bright lights and then a baby was born.
Shepherds came and brought a new lamb. Then three kings
came with all their retinue. The stable was crowded. They
brought gold, frankincense and myrrh, whatever they were.
‘Gifts for a king’, they said. They had all come and gone and
now the stable was silent, still and peaceful. The woman and
man rested. The child slept in the manger.

He hurried to the mouth of the cave and began to spin. He
was only a little spider but he spun as big a web as he could
manage. Even so, it filled not much more than a corner of the
opening and the soldiers were coming nearer. Frantically
he began again and this time he covered nearly half the
entrance but now he was very tired and the soldiers were
closer. The man had woken up and realised the danger
they were in. He stood in front of the woman and her baby
holding up his staff as if to protect them, but what good was
a wooden staff against swords? Desperately the spider spun
on, although by now he was light-headed with exhaustion.
When the soldiers reached the entrance, it was completely
covered in web except for a little corner. The spider fell down
in a near faint and out of the tail of his eye he saw a soldier
raise his sword to strike away the web.

The spider wanted to bring a present too but what could
he give? Spiders can only catch flies or make webs and he
didn’t think a dead fly would be an appropriate gift for a
baby. Maybe he could amuse him. He scurried across the
roof and let himself down above the manger. He swung and
cartwheeled and did triple loops but the baby continued to
sleep peacefully and took no notice.
The spider was about to go sadly back to his corner when he
happened to look out through the gap which served as an
entrance. In the distance, at the bottom of the hill, he saw
soldiers. They were searching the bushes and beating the
long grass with their swords. He knew immediately that they
meant danger but the man and woman were sleeping. What
was he to do?

Then he heard the captain shout,
‘Don’t waste time on that old place. Look at the state of it; it’s
covered in cobwebs. Can’t you see that no-one has been in
there for ages.’
And that’s why I can never kill a spider.

Mary Kept All These
Things In Her Heart

Magus

By Gill Michael

Long days and nights
of study, learned talk,
exchange, reflection,
could it be that
God would come to earth?
Madness of course
and yet
ideas of journey come.
A gift, some frankincense
and so the preparation grows
part conscious, part mysterious sense
of purpose dimly dreamed.
There is a star foretold,
a beckoning light to trust,
and then through desert dust
two other travellers appear
and dream and study
and star’s pull
mean ‘go’, and so
in curious hope
they leave.

By Gill Michael

I wonder how she kept her secret,
who was first to know ... or guess?
What memory of angel’s touch,
of dream now true in ways
that dreams are never meant to be?
A complication sent by God?
The disbelief, the shame .... and then
another touch, this time Elizabeth,
whose mystery touches her’s.
It seems that in the strange economy
of God both they and we are held,
our insight just sufficient for the task
of bearing hope.

Portrush Writers are pleased to offer you some stories and poems for the Christmas season. This month we are also publishing
our latest collection, ‘Reeling In’. Unfortunately, because of the covid situation we are unable to hold a launch but plan to give
a reading in 2022. Meanwhile, our book will be available from The Bookcase , Bumblebee, and The Souvenir Shop from Dec 10th
(price £5) or from any member of Portrush Writers. Portrush Heritage Group will also pass-on any messages for us through their
email address chairman.portrushheritage@gmail.com
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Christmas In A Country Shop
By Pearl Hutchinson

With the advent of Christmas, my sister put fairy lights in the
shop window. We strung decorations made from crepe paper
across the ceiling and added some holly to the shelves.
Brown paper was in great demand as presents were posted
to relatives in England. Sticks of wax were needed to seal the
parcel.
Customers expected Christmas boxes from the shopkeeper.
Calendars were ordered and eagerly awaited. People who
perhaps dealt very little in the shop all year would arrive at
Christmas demanding a calendar. My sister kept a note of
who got calendars.
There were other presents for good customers. A barnbrack
was usually given to them but there were a few who got a
large fruit cake. All these were stored on our dining-room
table in the good room. Most households made their own
Christmas cake and plum puddings. Currants, raisins,
cherries and peel were sold in the shop. The smell of the fruit
was the smell of Christmas. When a good customer arrived
we were given the nod by my father. We were sent to the
good room in the house with tissue paper to wrap either a
barnbrack or a cake. It was then brought through to the shop
and discreetly placed in the customer’s bag or basket. No
words were spoken about it as there may have been other
customers in the shop who didn’t merit these gifts. A calendar
was for them.

Our thanks to Pearl for this lovely image of a country shop in
Meenagrave, County Donegal
the house. It was amazing how the letters were able to float
up the chimney and fly all the way to Lapland. We hung our
stockings above the range in the kitchen. There was great
talk at school about Santa. Did he or did he not exist? We
believed because we knew that if you didn’t believe you
got no presents. I still have the receipt from 1964, from the
wholesale company with whom my father dealt. Included
in it, along with things like brown paper bags, envelopes,
carbon paper and hot water bottles are the same items my
brother, sister and myself had requested from Santa:
1 only typewriter		
1 only sewing machine
1 only lorry 		

Every Christmas the mummers roamed the countryside going
from house to house. We were scared when the shop door
opened and they burst in. Some were better actors than
others and had learned their lines well. Others mumbled
under their breath. We knew all the rhymes. It was hard to
recognise the young lads as they were in disguise. Girls,
however, never took part in this activity. The sham fight on the
floor was always a violent affair. It frightened us as we never
knew whether it was for real or not. I liked the doctor the best
with his black bag and his ability to raise from the dead. We
always knew when wee Johnny Funny appeared what we had
to do. “Go to the till and bring out a shilling.” my father would
say. If the performance was poor a sixpence would do. Sadly
this custom died out in the mid 1960s.

17.6
11.6
14.0

Another visitor who always brought us books at Christmas
was the minister from my mother’s home church. Being
someone of importance he had to be entertained in the good
room. It was usually chilly and sometimes smoky as the fire
didn’t draw too well. The dining-room table was set with the
fine china that had belonged to Uncle Tom. We were well
warned to be on our best behaviour. My sister took a fit of the
giggles in the long silences as the minister was a man of a
few words. It started the rest of us laughing too. My parents
were mortified and we were punished after he left. However,
we loved the books he brought us and treasure some of them
to this day.

Santa Claus never forgot the children of the shop. A letter
was written about the beginning of December and left on the
mantelpiece of our parent’s bedroom. A fire was always lit
in this room in the winter as there was no central heating in

Christmas Day was simple. After the hectic rush of Christmas,
my father liked to spend the day as quietly as possible with
little fuss.

Dickie’s Shop Window

instant, stealing all the excitement
of Christmas Eve with it. Maybe
those mean boys from school
were right, maybe I was too old for
Santa, and maybe he too, like the
tooth fairy, didn’t really exist. Warm
tears spilled down my cold cheeks
as the disappointment sank in. My
doll was gone. In bed I pined for
my missing friend and pondered
come morning, what, if anything
would replace the doll from Dickie’s
window, with her real blinking eyes,
her curly blonde hair and her long
leather boots.

By Alice Rohdich

I stood at Dickie’s window nose pressed tight against the
cold glass, my warm breath clouding the window as it met
the frosty evening air. I wiped the misted pane clear with my
woolly sleeve. The coloured street lights twinkled around me
as they reflected in the trickling droplets of condensation,
little rainbow rivers. I loved Dickie’s Window, always filled
with such splendour, but at night time - it was spectacular,
especially to a wide eyed child on Christmas Eve. Trains and
teddies, prams and tractors, books and games and standing
centre stage, staring right at me, the most beautiful doll ever
made. She wasn’t hard, like Sindy or stiffly jointed like Barbie.
She wasn’t a baby doll that cried real tears, nor a soft rag doll
to cuddle at night. She was the most perfect doll, a real friend
to play and share secrets with.

Alice Rohdich painting.

It was still dark outside when the
excited shouts from my brothers woke me. Bleary eyed, I crept
apprehensively to the living room, half expecting an empty
chair, but no...

If there really was a Santa on this most magical of nights, if I
wished hard enough, if I believed, really, really, truly believed,
Santa just might have time to add her to my pile on his sleigh.
Niggling whispers from the big boys in the playground rose in
my over imaginative mind, stories about poor old Santa, but
tonight was no time for these thoughts, tonight Santa needed
all the faith I could possibly muster. Santa WAS coming. Oh,
how I would pray tonight at midnight Mass.

My games compendium was there,
My magic painting book was there,
Crayons, paints, my Bunty annual and my selection box
too ... and ... I couldn’t quite believe it... Smiling through the
cellophane box my beautiful doll from Dickie’s window.
Oh, thank you, Santa! Thank you, Baby Jesus! Thank you! Only
you could have known what I really, really wanted.

For a moment, I was lost, carried away in the fun I would have
with my new best friend. Then suddenly and abruptly reality
crashed into my dream. A hand reached in and snatched
her away from the window. I watched in disbelief as the
space where she stood was refilled with a gigantic red box
of Spirograph. My dream had vanished, shattered in an

A miracle indeed had happened.
The wonder and innocence of childhood were restored for
another year!
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Fun was their Business

operating their own circus, then advertised as a Hippodrome,
from a base at Dromore in County Down.

By John Moore

Ernest and his wife Louisa had five daughters who were all
multi-talented and performed a variety of roles in the circus
including acrobats, musicians, male impersonators, trapeze
artists and wire-walkers. During the years leading up to
revolt, home rule and civil war in Ireland Barry’s appear to
have prospered, possibly because they had no opposition
from English circuses who tended to be afraid of visiting and
touring Ireland at this time.

Written by John Moore and incorporating text written by him
for the Portrush Heritage Group Website Discover Portrush
with the permission of the Heritage Group. The Heritage
Group wishes to acknowledge the research undertaken by
local historian John Moore in the preparation of this article
and it recognises that the images are from the ‘John Moore
Collection’.

In the early 1920’s the Barrys began to diversify into rides,
fairground sideshows and animal menageries and their fame
and the size of the enterprise increased rapidly. Much of their
business at this time was in Bangor, Newcastle and Belfast
but Ernest had his sights set on other venues. In 1925 he
enquired about a site for a switchback in Portrush but his bid
for “the hobby-horse pitch” at Lansdowne was unsuccessful.
In 1926 Ernest was the highest bidder and set up for the first
time in Portrush. In 1927 his bid for the hobby-horse pitch
was again unsuccessful but on 20th January that year he
managed to lease the Pleasure Grounds from the railway
company for a period of three years. This gave Ernest
security of tenure and a most desirable location with stairs
leading directly down from the railway station at which
holidaymakers would arrive.
During this time and throughout the period up to 1938 Barry’s
were a seasonal attraction which arrived and set up on site
around Eastertime, closed and departed in September each
year. Permanent structures to house the amusements only
began to appear in the late 1930’s and the building we know
today evolved from these. Barry’s Amusements now had a
permanent home in Portrush although it still continued, to this
day, to operate on a seasonal basis.

Portrush Railway Station and Town Hall with Barry’s travelling
amusements in background on the Pleasure Grounds – c.1927
from the John Moore Collection
Ask any holidaymaker who’s been to Portrush during the last
90 years what is their most vivid memory and many will say
“Barry’s”. This is not surprising given its location, attraction
and visual impact. For many it was the first port of call upon
arriving in the town: certainly if you came by train or bus, as
many excursion parties did, it was the hard to miss especially
as, until the early 1970’s, a wide doorway and flight of steps
provided direct access from the Station Concourse down
to a side door of Barry’s. This door and steps had been
provided originally by the Railway Company for access
to their Pleasure Grounds but were retained when Barry’s
developed the site. On a wet day, and unfortunately we do
get these occasionally in Portrush, Barry’s was the answer to
a parent’s prayers by providing indoor entertainment and the
opportunity to obtain something to eat for their children.

The range of rides, sideshows and entertainments which
Barry’s provided over the years is huge and certainly too
large to be described in any detail here. However, a few
highlights are worth mentioning.

The initial sensual impact upon entering Barry’s was strong.
That unique smell of ozone from the electrical sparks
created by Speedway Cars and Dodgems combined with
the perfumes, after-shaves and other aromas of customers
and staff together with the visual impact of flashing lights,
bright, garish colours, rotating rides and moving cars topped
off with the cacophony of noise bombarding the eardrums
from a combination of voices, mechanical equipment, wheels
on metal, coins jangling into metal trays, bells, callers and
perhaps even the Laughing Policeman was an unforgettable
attack on anyone’s senses.

Barry’s Water Dodgems from John Moore Collection
In 1933 Water Dodgems were a popular attraction. These
were small boats seating two people, manufactured as
Rytecraft the tradename of a British company based in
London, which floated in a tank approximately 100 feet long
filled with water to a depth of around 3 feet. The boats were
electrically powered with a pole and “wiper” making contact
with an electrically charged overhead grid and a trailing wire
underneath each boat making contact with the metal tank
completing the electrical circuit which operated at 110 volts
DC. These returned each year up to the mid-1940s

Who were “Barry’s”? James Chipperfield, a member of the
famous Chipperfield family, best remembered for their large
circuses in the latter half of the 20th century, but with a
history as showmen possibly dating back to the late 1600’s,
brought his family to Ireland in the years just preceding the
First World War.
The Chipperfields arrived as part of Heckenberg’s Circus (the
name was changed to Chadwick’s Circus around the start of
the war due to anything with a German sounding name being
unpopular in the United Kingdom). The family remained with
this circus for a couple of seasons and during 1915 it toured
widely, including performances in Portrush.

There were also ordinary dodgem cars, of the “Lusse AutoSkooter” type, arguably the best dodgem car ever made and
manufactured in the USA. These would have replaced earlier
Rytecraft Arflow type dodgems used by Barry’s across their
various sites. Lusse remained in business until 1994. A Viennese
wheel also appears in photographs of this period.

Several stories exist as to why James changed the family
name to Barry. It has been suggested that the name was
on a lorry purchased by him to transport the family’s
belongings, that he felt Chipperfield to be too “English” and
difficult to pronounce correctly and also that it was part of
an agreement with the rest of the Chipperfield family when
James parted company from them to set out on his own.
To add further to the confusion James almost always used
the forename Ernest in Ireland. By 1923 the Barry family were

From the 1940s to the present day the Ghost Train attracted
young and old to travel through its darkened tunnel on an
unpredictable route of sharp twists and turns with frightening
animated figures, flashing lights and loud eerie noises
guaranteed to scare the wits out of most people! In 1946 the
Water Dodgems were replaced by Speedway Cars which ran
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on an oval track. These were the first ride that people saw
when the entered at the front of the building and they were a
great attraction until the 1980’s when they were replaced by
“The Satellite”.

back and adjacent to the dodgems track. It had a maple
floor and could accommodate some 300 – 400 dancers.
The first resident band was led by Ernie Mann with Harry
Blackwood taking over in 1950. The resident bands were
replaced on occasions by some of the top UK dance bands
on tour. Advertisements carry names such as Victor Sylvester,
Ted Heath, Sid Phillips, Jack Parnell and Freddy Randall.

From 1949 a big wheel promoted as “Big Eli Wheel” made an
appearance at the front of Barry’s. Together with the colourful
Helter Skelter it was a landmark in Portrush for many years,
At night both were brightly illuminated with flashing coloured
bulbs which served a s beacon to attract customers.

There were also cabaret appearances by personalities of the
day such as Lita Rosa, Denis Lotus and Dickie Valentine. On
14th October 1949 Portrush Yacht Club held their Annual Dinner
and Presentation of Prizes in the Trocadero followed by the
Annual Dance in Barry’s Ballroom.

The famous Peter Pan railway opened in 1950. This was an
outdoor attraction located on the ground now occupied
by Kiddieland and consisted of locomotives carrying four
passengers which ran through attractive gardens on a gently
twisting track similar to that used for the ghost train. Each
locomotive had a bell which could be rung by the passengers
in the front seats. In 1953 an attractive Station building
was added in the same style of “Stockbroker Tudor” as the
town’s railway station. A simple pleasure which is fondly
remembered by many Ulster people today.

During the later decades of the last century Barry’s expanded
their range of entertainments and rides. A succession of “big
dippers” ended with the current Big Dipper at the rear of
the premises alongside the somewhat terrifying “Freak Out”
which swings and rotates its patrons to ever increasing levels
of excitement and fear. “The Tower” originally at the rear of
Barry’s moved to the front where the shrieks and screams of
its riders acted as good publicity and drew ever more people
through the door.
Barry’s was more than just an entertainment park or
a convenient place to go on a wet day: it became an
institution, a landmark and for many the stuff of dreams
and happy memories. Perhaps even a place of romance
where relationships were started and forged into lasting
unions. Barry’s created large numbers of seasonal jobs for
local people. Jobs in controlling rides, collecting fares on
rides, catering, security, cleaning and many other roles.
Many young people first experienced the world of work
and its disciplines through working seasonally in Barry’s.
A small number of permanent staff were also employed in
administration and maintenance.

Barry’s Speedway Cars from John Moore Collection

Recently, amid a flurry of rumours, we had confirmation of
the sad news that Barry’s had been sold: sold to a property
developer, not to someone in the leisure industry. But all may
not be lost. Perhaps the new owner will retain all or part of
the site as “Barry’s Amusements” and continue the tradition
built up over some ninety-five years. If not then Barry’s will
join the Portrush Wintergarden Company, Arcadia Ballroom,
Playhouse Cinema, Northern Counties & Fawcett’s Royal
Portrush Hotels, Scotch Boats and many more places and
companies in the ranks of the now defunct but unforgettable
parts of the history and heritage of Portrush.

In 1964 possibly their most iconic ride was introduced by
Barry’s. This was a Gallopers or “Olde Tyme Hobbie Horses”
which they had purchased the previous year in an extremely
dilapidated state and restored during the winter to pristine
condition. These Gallopers were originally built by Robert
Tidman in 1892 and are still going strong over 120 years later.
The first Big Dipper arrived in 1968 and was officially opened
by Dickie Henderson, a famous comedian. It was located on
the site of the present Big Dipper which came on site in 2004.
For those seeking a terrifying white-knuckle ride look no
further than the “Freak Out” an amazing piece of engineering
installed in 2004 which spins, swings and generally
disorientates you through several horizontal, vertical and
in-between planes at considerable height and speed thus
creating a considerable volume of screams and shouts from
patrons having the time of their lives.
Probably because of their circus background Barry’s for many
years had an element of live performances using animals.
In 1936 we read “Betty Jackson’s monkeys and dogs are also
doing well at Barry’s Park. The performance is very clean and
the animals clever.” Also “Professor Ford’s flea circus” part
of which included a flea pulling a chariot “40 times its body
weight”. The early 1960’s saw the arrival of a gentleman who
wrestled with a lion, at one point placing his head in the lion’s
mouth, and exhibited snakes including a 26 feet (7.9 metres)
long python. The lion certainly looked fierce and could roar
but it has been suggested that its teeth were past their best
and might not have been capable of causing much injury.
However, it is remembered as being an exciting act and when
the python was brought down to the audience and placed
around your neck it added to the excitement and sent a few
shivers down your spine! Also for many years in the middle
part of the 20th century a troop of Rhesus Monkeys resided in
Barry’s and were used in several different sideshows before
finally being given to Belfast Zoo.

Hobbie Horses image courtesy Barrys Website
For those wishing to find out more about Barry’s Amusements
in Portrush and the story of the wider Barry family, their
amusements, circuses, and other entertainments the
book “Fun is our business” by James Fairley is thoroughly
recommended.
Portrush Heritage Group wish to thank James Fairley for
kindly granting permission to extract information and
material from his book ‘Fun is our Business’ for the purpose
of preparing this article. The Trufelli family have been great
supporters of community events in the town and we would
like to Kristina and Lisa for their sponsorship of our Annual
Children’s Festival, Pirates off Portrush, from its beginning in
2013 to the last event in 2019.

In 1943 the American troops billeted in Portrush threw a party
for local children in The American Red Cross Service Club
based in the Orange Hall. The highlight of that day for many
of the children came during the afternoon when they were all
taken down to Barry’s by their GI Hosts and given free rein on
all the rides.

Our thanks to John for this excellent account
of the history of Barrys.

Dancing was introduced into Barry’s around 1947 and
remained until 1952. A “ballroom” was constructed near the
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Dee the Little Lifeboat

‘Reflections on the Bann’
by Derek Sinnamon

My name is Martin O’Kane, the author of Dee the Little
Lifeboat. I am a local GP and LMA (Lifeboat Medical Advisor)
for Portrush RNLI and it was during the first lockdown in
March 2020 when I was busy manning our local COVID centre,
that I began to jot down a few ideas of a childrens book.
This was mostly for my own mindfulness but also a potential
new way of generating much needed funds for our local
RNLI. This vital service is entirely dependent on community
contributions so you can imagine the devastating effect a
pandemic would have on such venture! I am fortunate to live
and look across the east strand of Portrush and it was at this
time Dee came into being. The RNLI team of crew, operations
staff and fundraisers are seen as a family so why not have a
family of lifeboats living in our own harbour and taking us on
an exciting adventure along the north antrim coast ?

‘Reflections on the Bann’ sees the
river as a window into Ireland’s
history. It is also a personal look
from the view point of neither an
archaeologist nor a river man.
Anyone with such a special insight
might prefer to write within his
comfort zone rather than finding
himself in deeper water. It brings
together the knowledge and
enthusiasm of many other people
and sources.

From the story of Lawson’s Jetty
and the Blondin Cableway at the
Barmouth to the lost pillars of the
old Macfin Railway Bridge it drew
on sources as diverse as ‘Built Heritage of the Lower Bann
Waterway’ by Fred Hamond to information from oneirishrover.
com on the old Derry Central Line. In between these lies a
treasure trove of history, discovery and stories.
The end result is a tribute to the willing and interested
photographers, Drone owners and tweeters as well as
historians and archaeologists who contributed along the
way. Their ability to share a love of their passions was an
experience I shall always remember.
Being unable to find, let alone afford, a publisher Ali and I
ended up self- publishing (a polite term for perfecting marital
bliss during COVID). A good book designer who loves what he
does called Colin Slack helped marry the photos and script.
Please enjoy this illustrated history and maybe you’ll also be
inspired to visit again some of these places along the banks
of the Bann.
The following summary of the contents gives you a flavour of
what the book is about: - Irelands’ First Settlers, The Cutts, The
Source and the Dragonfly, Camus and Mill Loughan Motte,
Bridges of the Bann, The Bird Hide and Dunes, Bann Disc,
Loughan Brooch and more.

Alice Rohdich and Dr Martin O’Kane at the book launch in
Arcadia Cafe

Please refer Reflections on the Bann on where to buy the
book or email Derek at dereksinnamon@hotmail.co.uk

It was important for me to also celebrate the incredible
space we call home with all the readers and hopefully for
them to visit some of the locations Dee covers on her travels
with Sam the Seagull, …her feathered friend who reminds us
of the important “Float to Live “message from the RNLI . Not
many of us are privileged to live so close to stunning cliff
edges, medieval castles, rope bridges, giants and whiskey!

It retails at £14.

WHAT IS YOUR WILDEST
DREAM FOR PORTRUSH?

Once I was satisfied I had written something I was content
with, I did what a lot of authors do…….stuffed it in a drawer
for several months unsure if anyone else should ever read it.
During this time I was introduced to the fantastic work of Alice
Rohdich. Her stunning prints of a little girl living her best life in
rural Tyrone and at the coast were breath taking and I knew
she was the perfect person to bring Dee to life! I reached out
through social media and she graciously met with me. Her
excitement for the project was infectious and before long we
were putting together story boards along with the words. I
am in awe of her magnificent talent and her drawings were
the perfect accompaniment to the words. An incredible
illustrator and good friend

It’s not necessarily an easy question:
When basic community needs and opinions are constantly
disregarded it can be hard to dream. But Swell are inviting
you to do just that.
Swell have launched a postcard campaign seeking local
people’s wildest dreams for the future of Portrush. We thank
Portrush Heritage Group for allowing us to include a postcard
in the Christmas Edition of their Discover Portrush Magazine.
If you live or work in Portrush and you have a wild dream
you’d like to share just fill in the back of the postcard using
words or images. Then drop in your completed postcard to
one of the following local businesses.

I am so grateful to Judy Nelson , Jane Brown and Olivia
O’Kane for all their expertise in arranging press releases,
social media presence and our on line sales as well as the
many shops and cafes who continue to sell the books on their
premises. I am in awe of our success and I am so happy it will
be a perfect stocking filler this Christmas. All profits are going
directly to the RNLI so please support us by picking up a copy
and joining Dee on her incredible adventure. Find us at www.
deethelittlelifeboat.com for all relevant information and how
and where to purchase a copy.

•

Arcadia Beach Café

•

Kracken Fish & Chips

•

Babushka Kitchen Café

•

Kiwi’s Brew Bar

•

Indigo Café

Returned postcards will be
displayed in the windows at each
venue and updated regularly.

Dr Martin O’Kane
Portrush Heritage Group wishes to congratulate Martin and
Alice on the success of this excellent fundraising book now
on its second print run having already raised in excess of ten
thousand pounds for the Royal National Lifeboat Institution.

Thank you, Gemma Reid.
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Wildest dream for Portrush
postcards

